Addendum Number Two

Paul W. Bryant Museum Audio Visual Equipment
The University of Alabama
Tuscaloosa, Alabama

UA Project Number: 303-18-1446A

Bid Time & Date: Thursday, September 6, 2018 at 10:00 am local time, UA Facilities Administration Building, 1st Floor Conference Room

Date: September 5, 2018

This addendum forms a part of the Contract Documents and modifies the original Bidding Documents dated August 22, 2018. Acknowledge receipt by inserting its number on the Bid Proposal Form. Failure to do so may subject Bidder to disqualification.

This Addendum to the Bid Documents includes the following:

I. General / Clarifications

Please see the list of questions and answers below:

1. Can you clarify a statement that was made in the pre-bid. There was made mention of Blu-Ray player and/or file based system needing to play back on the multi-user video wall. Would you prefer a second unit be added to package for the interactive are or use the existing one in gear list and split the signal?
Answer: Change to two (2) Denon DN-500BD MKII, one each for theater and interactive wall.

2. Please clarify item #7 from Pre-bid conference. How the DMX via existing PC system should function.
Answer: External DMX lighting control will eventually be installed for the theater. The Bluecadet host PC which receives control input from the interactive panel should also be capable of communicating a DMX command to that controller to dim lights when video begins, or to raise lights when video ends. That can be as simple as a USB or Serial command.

3. Confirm the video wall host PC and Theater host PC are to be included in the our bid price?
Answer: Yes. These PCs are project-specific.

4. Clarification on Video wall host PC graphics cards. The P4000 is a listed as a Quadro Sync II and require a Sync II board. Equipment list calls for Quadro Sync.
Answer: Amend to NVIDIA Quadro Sync II
5. Request for alternate - Swap Blu-Ray/Media Player to Denon DN-500BD MKII - Reason for requested change is for control purposes (RS-232), 7.1 Analog outputs for surround for future use, and rack mountable. Sony lacks all 3 items.
Answer: Agree to alternate.

6. Are we allowed to ship equipment directly to Bluecadet?
Answer: Yes. A note from Bluecadet: “We have a back door where hardware comes in. The best course of action is to have the shipper call the office when they are close to arriving and we will have someone there waiting for them.”

7. Will there be a set completion date for the GC doing the remodel part? For example: If we need two weeks to complete our installation, then if the GC runs over and affects our schedule, will the end date/penalty be extended or waived?
Answer: Our project manager will be holding the GC to completing their portion of the work on time. The partition wall will be completed first to allow the A/V integrator the area to install the video wall. The A/V integrator will need to be finished by date set in contract. No extensions or waivers.

8. Bid spec states “UPS suitable for 4 PCs” but only 2 PCs spec’d. Clarification: will there be 2 or 4 PCs?
Answer: Two. The extra headroom is for future growth and other connected components.

9. What operating system is preferred for the PCs?
Answer: Windows 10.

10. How many separate channels of audio for users at the wall? Will each speaker/user zone have its own audio channel? Will touch software/video wall function as independent zones? This would probably be a question for the software designers and we need details of how the software will function.
Answer: Base bid is for stereo plus three zones. Alternate bid is for stereo plus six zones.

-END of Addendum #2-